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Abstract: Powerful rising trends of mobile media platforms have also resulted in the escalation
of users’ privacy concerns. However, there is a paradox between users’ attitudes towards privacy
and their actual privacy disclosure behaviors. This study attempts to explain the phenomenon of
privacy paradox in the mobile social media context from the privacy fatigue perspective. Based on the
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) and employing the method of Propensity Score Matching (PSM),
this paper confirmed that privacy fatigue could directly explain the privacy paradox. Among the
findings, cynicism turned the relationship between privacy concern and privacy protection behaviors
from positive influence to negative influence, while emotional exhaustion would weaken the positive
influence relationship between privacy concern and the intention to undertake privacy protection
behaviors. In addition, the study also revealed the heterogeneous effects of individual characteristics
and usage characteristics variables on how the privacy fatigue influences privacy paradox.

Keywords: mobile social media; privacy fatigue; privacy paradox; privacy concern; propensity
score matching

1. Introduction

As mobile internet technologies develop, social media apps break the barriers of time
and space, satisfying user demands for interaction and expression anytime and anywhere.
The value of personal data in their circulation and appropriation accumulates ceaselessly.
Users are inevitably shadowed by issues of privacy security. An IBM Security research
report indicates that 44% of leaking across the world in 2021 involved user privacy data. The
average cost of an individual leaking event is as high as USD4.24 million for the companies
interviewed. In previous research, privacy concerns reflected the subjective attitude of
users towards privacy risks, with most academics considering this concern as encouraging
privacy protection behaviors and being the crucial antecedent variable for privacy behavior
decisions [1]. However, recent studies discover that users’ privacy concerns cannot measure
and predict the degree of their intention to adopt privacy protection behaviors [2–5].
This inconsistency between user worries of privacy risks and their decisions concerning
privacy protection behaviors is termed the phenomenon of privacy paradox [6,7]. It has
become synonymous with this concern–behavior discrepancy [8]. The privacy paradox
phenomenon signifies subjective fatigue, and laxness appeared in crucial nodes of the
user protecting his/her own privacy security, clearly constituting a negative influence on
the secure protection of user privacy information under the social media context. The
privacy paradox attracts the research interest of many academics, and explanations on this
paradoxical phenomenon have been offered from various research perspectives. However,
there is still no consensus [8].
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The most recent research on privacy attempted to illustrate the complexity of privacy
decisions through privacy fatigue, which is the fatigue caused by the complexity in data
disclosure and privacy control [9]. As an example, although repeatedly disclosing data
would increase people’s worries about privacy, with them suspecting that efficacious
decisions and measures cannot be adopted to protect one’s privacy, eventually, people fall
into abandoning privacy protection behaviors [10]. The privacy fatigue phenomenon of
internet users is perceived to be already widely present. An illustration is an American
survey on internet users, finding that 32.4% of them did not understand how to protect
their privacy online and 13% of users expressed they had already lost interest in the issue
of enhancing privacy protection [11]. There are now studies pointing out that, being
something new in the developmental stage of mobile media, privacy fatigue may be an
important cause affecting the privacy paradox [9]. Thus, the issue of privacy fatigue is
not only a new topic in privacy security earnestly awaiting research, but also a strong
perspective to explain the user privacy paradox in the new stage of social media.

Though the significance of privacy fatigue has already been noticed, at present, its
roles in the privacy paradox and how much it can explain the paradox have still not been
clearly delineated in research. To better understand how privacy fatigue acts in user privacy
behavior decisions on mobile social media, more studies are needed. Furthermore, since
personal privacy is a constituent of “individual personality rights” [12,13], personal charac-
teristics can explain and predict sensitivity towards privacy concerns and privacy fatigue in
users [14]. However, previous studies on privacy found it very hard to discern confounding
factors’ effects on privacy decisions. Their findings are often very vague [15]. At this
juncture, prior studies on privacy fatigue are very limited, with even fewer researching per-
sonal characteristics as influencing variables. Considering this status quo, an exploration
of the effects from user heterogeneity is added in this paper, which would be helpful in
supplying a theoretical reference to the adoption of differentiated protection practices for
users. Summing up the above, the research questions raised by this research are:

(1) Is privacy fatigue among users of mobile social media the reason leading to the
phenomenon of the privacy paradox?

(2) Would individual differences among users of mobile social media affect the explana-
tory strength of privacy fatigue in the privacy paradox phenomenon?

In order to answer the research questions above, this study introduced the Elaboration
Likelihood Model (ELM) to construct the research model suitable to the research context.
The influence from privacy fatigue on the privacy paradox is considered the central route,
with heterogeneous influences of users’ individual differences being the peripheral route.
In addition, in order to control and eliminate selection bias caused by confounding vari-
ables, the paper employed Propensity Score Matching (PSM) as the data analysis method
to simulate a scenario of individuals with the same level in their characteristics undergoing
experimental intervention, so as to lower confounding bias. This study intends to com-
mence from the angle of privacy fatigue to explore its action mechanism in the process of
the privacy paradox, aiming to provide important theoretical references for comprehending
privacy behaviors of social media users and be of help in resolving the user privacy issue
in the new stage of social media digitization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the literature review, which
briefly discusses prior studies concerning the privacy paradox and privacy fatigue. In
Section 3, we introduce the paper’s theoretical backgrounds and propose the study’s
research framework and hypotheses based on the theoretical buttresses. The research
design as well as the process of data analysis and results are shown in Sections 4 and 5.
Finally, Section 6 is the summary of the paper.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Privacy Paradox

In 2006, Barnes first realized the “privacy paradox” phenomenon in behaviors of
social media users [16], namely, the discrepancy between users wary of risks of privacy
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leaks and disclosing personal information lightly when using social media. Afterwards, a
number of academics investigated the causes of this phenomenon from multiple angles.
Generally, angles of explanation can be divided into these two-: the opinion perspective and
behavioral perspective. Researchers from the opinion perspective consider privacy paradox
to be caused by a rationality limitation in the users, namely, the users are constrained by
influences from internal and external environmental factors, engendering cognitive biases
on estimating the risks of privacy disclosure. Several user cognitive biases are exhibited, for
example: (1) optimism bias, which is when people’s perception of the risk of privacy leakage
is based on descriptions of non-personal experiences. Therefore, when making decisions
about privacy violation of disclosure risk assessment, people often have an optimistic
illusion that they are luckier than others. This bias is present all over the world. As
examples, a study in South Korea found that the experience of privacy infringement affects
people’s level of optimism. Users who have no experience of privacy infringement are more
optimistic and more inclined to adopt privacy protection behaviors. Research in Singapore
concluded that an individual’s prior experience and cognition control significantly affect
the degree of his/her optimism bias [17,18]; (2) self-confidence bias, which refers to the
degree to which an individual’s prior experience and cognition control will significantly
impact their optimism bias; this bias is reflected in the user’s high confidence in their ability
to cope with privacy disclosure or risk of being violated, that is inconsistent with reality.
Research data revealed that among those users who have a high assessment of their own
privacy protection techniques, less than a quarter of those really know how to prevent
privacy risks through technical means [19]; (3) hyperbolic discounting, which refers to the
user’s perception of long-term and short-term benefits and the influence of time factors in
the measurement; that is, the user’s perception of benefits will weaken with the lapse of
time. Therefore, long-term benefits will be underestimated since they are in the future [20].

The lines of research from the behavior perspective mostly make use of the privacy
calculation theory as theoretical support. Based on the “rational person” hypothesis, after
balancing risks and benefits as a whole, participants in socio-economic activities would
attempt to achieve the greatest gains with the least cost. During the process of privacy
calculation, there are diverse benefits that can be sensed, such as obtaining economic
benefits or social benefits, displaying individuality or attaining convenience. Benefits
are also built up based on demands for social capital, entertainment, social relations and
identity construction [3,20–22]. Studies have shown that in making decisions on disclosing
privacy information, users would evaluate the respective weights of privacy risks and
sensed benefits. When benefits are sensed to be greater than risks, users would choose to
disclose privacy information [23]. Nonetheless, the works above mainly focus on opinion
and behavior inclinations, ignoring the influence from users’ emotional cognition on the
privacy paradox. According to the cognitive dissonance theory, psychological pressures
will be produced when an individual experiences cognitive dissonance. To lessen the
pressures of this uncomfortable psychological state, the individual will look for outlets to
reduce the dissonance to arrive at the balanced state of cognitive harmony. Getting down
to the issue of user privacy in social media, factors such as escalation of the complexity
of privacy measures, frequent incidents of privacy fatigue, as well as overload in sensing
information all can produce mismatches between needs for privacy protection in users and
their ability to handle privacy. Integrating previous studies for the topic of user privacy in
social media, in the face of internet privacy issues becoming more severe daily, users would
instinctively adopt this response mechanism centered on emotions. Out of privacy fatigue,
they proactively increase the self-adaptation cognitive distance with the privacy issue to
lower the feeling of discomfort. This mode of response would elicit quite crucial influences
on users’ original attitude to privacy and patterns of privacy behaviors. Therefore, this
paper strives to attend to how users’ privacy fatigue emotions explain the privacy paradox.
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2.2. Privacy Fatigue

Fatigue is originally a concept from medicine, denoting a passive emotion [24]. When
the matter people have to decide on and deal with exceeds the range of their ability, the
passive response of “fatigue” is often engendered. In mobile application environments,
obscure and complex system privacy practices and the system’s privacy functionalities
frequently have such an effect [25]. To tackle the issue of American users being deficient in
privacy protection behaviors, Hargittai and Marwick introduced the privacy fatigue concept
in their research [26]. Within the connotations of privacy fatigue, cynicism and emotional
exhaustion are considered the most prominent features [9]. Emotional exhaustion reflects
the user instinctively adopting this emotion-centered response mechanism to raise the
adaptive cognitive distance with the privacy issue; then, the sense of discomfort is reduced
through privacy fatigue. Cynicism is defined as attitudes of uncertainty, helplessness
and distrust towards online services handling personal information [9]. In earlier studies,
academics believed users’ privacy concern to be a multi-dimensional cognition of risks.
Being the key measure of decisions towards privacy protection behaviors, the higher
the degree of privacy concern, the stronger the user’s sense of risks would be, and thus
users become more inclined to adopt privacy protection behaviors [27,28]. However, as the
phenomenon of privacy fatigue appeared, academics discovered changes in user behavioral
responses. As an example, Furnell and Thomson found that when internet users became
tired of the issue of network safety, they would loosen defense behaviors towards security
risks [29]. Under other situations, fatigue was also shown in users directly skipping the
reading of privacy policies and choosing to accept [9]. Hence, there are also academics
proposing that, compared to privacy concern, privacy fatigue is a higher influencing factor
in privacy decisions and may even be one of the reasons to explain the discrepancy between
user privacy concern and privacy behavior decisions, i.e., the privacy paradox [9].

It is notable that the existing research emphasizes the complexity in terms of the
reasons for the privacy paradox and are mainly opinion and behavior oriented, while
ignoring the effects of user’s emotional cognition and response to the privacy paradox,
although some scholars have proposed some possible explanations of privacy fatigue. As
far as we can understand, there has not been research deeply discussing how privacy
fatigue specifically acts on the privacy paradox and how the two factors of privacy fatigue,
namely cynicism and emotional exhaustion, respectively influence behavioral decisions in
the privacy paradox. Given the limitations of existing studies, this paper intends to conduct
research from the perspective of privacy fatigue to investigate its impacts on the process of
the privacy paradox in the mobile social media context. This study also distinguishes the
different effects of cynicism and emotional exhaustion, which would be of help to resolve
the user privacy issue in the new stage of social media digitization.

3. Theoretical Background and Hypothesis Development
3.1. Elaboration Likelihood Model Theory

The elaboration likelihood model (ELM) was proposed by Petty and Cacioppo [30],
which supplied a dual process theory to understand the effectiveness of persuasion and
attitude changes [31]. ELM is based on the two-process model of human cognition in
cognitive psychology, namely, human attitudinal changes may be caused by two influencing
“routes”— the central route and peripheral route [30]. The central route requires individuals
to critically think over opinions on the information related to the issue. On the other hand,
the peripheral route usually relies on environmental clues connected to the information, not
catering to any grand thinking or cognitive efforts [32,33]. Concretely speaking, the central
route refers to the process requiring a high level of cognitive efforts, while the peripheral
route indicates the process needing less cognitive efforts and may also be influenced by
other factors [34].

ELM has already been employed by many researchers to study factors from central
and peripheral routes influencing user attitudes and decisions in information systems.
For example, Lee applied ELM to study the influence from the quality and number of
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consumer comments on attitudes towards consumer goods [32]. Park (2007) explained how
the degree of participation in products (sensing personal relevance of the product) modified
influences from central and peripheral clues on consumer purchasing intention [35]. Zhou
(2016) demonstrated that self-efficacy significantly softened the influence on initial trust
from quality of opinions [36].

Zhu et al. believed that, although privacy decisions in the online environment were
dissimilar to those under advertising or sales, the method for handling external information
was similar. They expanded the range of the ELM and validated the dual route of the ELM
in the mHealth privacy context by combining privacy fatigue and privacy calculus.

We suggest that the process of users’ privacy decisions in the social media context
follows both a central route and a peripheral route. Specifically, the central route handles
evidence related to the information, requiring time and effort to understand and investigate,
before arriving at the ultimate judgment and attitudinal response. On the other hand,
the peripheral route makes use of sample clues such as source factors and individual
heterogeneity characteristics to affect the efficacy of privacy decisions.

3.2. Hypothesis Development
3.2.1. Central Route: Privacy Fatigue and Privacy Paradox

Privacy concern denotes the attitudinal measure of the user towards a series of privacy
decision behaviors, such as privacy disclosure and privacy protection. It is the core of
privacy research. The positive influence relationship between privacy concern and privacy
protection behaviors has been fully documented by academics. For example, Xu et al.
discovered that when users of mobile social media believed personal information had
been accessed by unknown means or used inappropriately, they would tend to choose to
give up using social media [23]. Academics such as Bansal et al. also similarly confirmed
that privacy concern would lower users’ privacy disclosure intention [27]. Mamonov
et al. noted that privacy concerns would influence users’ goods purchasing behaviors
in the social business environment [37]. Research by Feng et al. found that the privacy
concerns of young and teenage users of social media led to a significant positive influence
on their practice of privacy protection behaviors [38]. These studies demonstrated that
privacy concern could clearly affect users’ information security behavior intention. Stronger
privacy concern usually implies fewer privacy disclosures and a greater willingness towards
privacy protection behaviors. The positive influence between privacy concern and privacy
protection behaviors is one of the prerequisite assumptions of the privacy paradox being
valid. Our hypothesis is thus:

H1. There is a positive influence relationship between privacy concern and the intention towards
privacy protection behaviors.

“Privacy fatigue” is exhibited in people cutting their efforts or even directly aban-
doning the goal when the pressure they are facing is too big [39]. In response to privacy
threats, the user reduced corresponding behaviors, resulting in slackening of daily security
actions [9]. Individuals experiencing privacy fatigue often hope to reduce their efforts
regarding privacy decisions as much as possible, rather than look for solutions to the issue.
They may withdraw from actively tackling privacy threats [25]. Through interviews, the
research by Hargittai and Marwick concluded that the mental distancing of users from the
privacy issue or an attitude of cynicism was the important reason leading to decoupling of
privacy concern and privacy protection behaviors [26]. Previous research suggested that in
such scenarios as social media and e-commence, users’ great investment of time, money
and cognitive efforts and deep involvement with social links with other users leads to a
high sunk cost. In these scenarios, privacy fatigue, functioning as a coping mechanism,
encourages disclosure behaviors [34]. Hence, our hypotheses are as below:

H2a. Cynicism would weaken the positive influence relationship between privacy concern and
privacy protection behaviors.
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H2b. Emotional exhaustion would weaken the positive influence relationship between privacy
concern and privacy protection behaviors.

3.2.2. Peripheral Route: Heterogeneous Influences on Privacy Paradox

Individual traits are the internal specifics towards personality stability, having a
durable and fundamental influence on individuals’ psychology and behaviors. Although
prior literature has not yet deeply probed the influencing factors of privacy fatigue, at
present, there are already multiple authors describing the influence of user personality
characteristics on social media tiredness. For example, Lee’s study showed young women
users experiencing higher tiredness [40]. Adhikari et al. believed group differences such
as gender and age would play important roles in social network fatigue [41]. Thus, this
paper posits that individuality traits would engender heterogeneous effects on privacy
fatigue’s explanatory strength on the privacy paradox. In addition, usage characteristics are
also important heterogeneous factors affecting users’ privacy behaviors. Study examples
include Ravindran et al. holding that users’ personal immersion tendency is one of the main
factors leading to social media fatigue [42] and Kim et al. finding experience factors such as
interaction among good friends as also having significant effects on tiredness [43]. In lieu
of these, this paper presumes that usage characteristics such as the number of friends on
WeChat and usage duration would produce heterogeneous effects on how privacy fatigue
explains the privacy paradox.

H3a. Individual characteristics (gender, age, level of education) have heterogeneous effects on
privacy fatigue’s explanatory strength on privacy paradox.

H3b. Usage characteristics (number of friends on WeChat, usage duration) have heterogeneous
effects on privacy fatigue’s explanatory strength on privacy paradox.

As a whole, the research model of this paper is presented in Figure 1.
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4. Methodology and Data Collection
4.1. Designing the Research Method

To study the effects of privacy fatigue on the privacy paradox, the following issue
has to be considered. That is, if conventional empirical research methods were employed,
owing to the presence of confounding variables, it would be quite difficult to observe the
net effects between the independent variable and the dependent variable. Specifically,
since initial conditions are not identical within the samples, selection bias is present, and
the influence from privacy fatigue on the privacy paradox may be “over-estimated” or
“under-estimated”.
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In order to control and eliminate selection errors caused by confounding variables,
this study employs propensity score matching (PSM) to study the influencing relationships
by privacy fatigue on the privacy paradox, namely matching individuals with variation in
core variables and similar levels in other characteristics so as to simulate the scenario of in-
dividuals with the same characteristic levels randomly receiving experimental intervention,
thus effectively lowering confounding bias.

Specifically, the basic thinking is to make the non-random data close to random
through constructing a counterfactual framework. By dividing users into a control group
and experience group by the degree of privacy fatigue, then calculating the propensity
score according to demographic variables as well as using characteristic variables, followed
by matching individuals in both groups with close propensity scores, endogenous issues
due to individual characteristic variables can be effectively resolved. The paper considers
the sample with a high level of privacy fatigue as the experience group, otherwise, the
control group. Processing variable Di = {0, 1} indicates whether the individual is in a
state of privacy fatigue. With privacy fatigue, a value of 1 will be given, without the fatigue
a value of 0. protect1i and protect0i respectively denote the intention for privacy protection
behaviors in individuals under privacy fatigue or not. The average treatment effect on the
treated (ATT) on privacy fatigue is defined as:

ATT = E
(
protect1i − protect0i |D i = 1

)
= E(protect1i |D i = 1)− E

(
protect0i |D i = 1

)
(1)

In Equation (1), E
(
protect0i |D i = 1

)
is the non-observable outcome, since, in reality, we

can only observe the intention for privacy protection behavior of an individual under one
specific state. By employing PSM, for the privacy fatigue group, a close sample from the
non-privacy fatigue group can be matched. The substitute value for E

(
protect0i |D i = 1

)
can thus be constructed. Equation (1) can be changed to:

ATT = E
{

E
(
protect1i − protect0i |D i = 1, p(Xi)

)}
= E

{
E(protect1i |D i = 1, p(Xi))− E

(
protect0i |D i = 0, p(Xi)

)
|Di = 1

} (2)

In Equation (2), p(Xi) represents the propensity score, indicating the conditional proba-
bility of privacy fatigue of individuals with characteristic variables fixed. It is calculated as:

p(Xi) =
exp(βXi)

1 + exp(βXi)
(3)

Upon the basis of propensity score calculation, selecting an appropriate matching
method would enable conditional probabilities of the control group and the experience
group to be as close to each other as possible. Selection bias can be eliminated via controlling
observable characteristics. After matching, the main focus of this paper is the direction
of action of privacy concern on intention for privacy protection behaviors, whether the
individual is under a state of privacy fatigue or not. Regression analysis is conducted on
this basis. The regression formula is:

protecti = β1 + β2pci + β3pci ×Di +βXi + εi (4)

In Equation (4), i represents the interviewee, pci stands for user privacy concern, pci ×
Di represents the interactive item of user privacy concern and privacy fatigue, Xi is the
control variables and εi is the random error. Coefficient β3 in interaction term pci ×Di
indicates the influence relationship from privacy concern to intention of privacy protection
behavior under a state of privacy fatigue. β2 + β3 represents that the influence relationship
between privacy fatigue and privacy paradox can be directly observed, not merely the
correlation between the two.
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4.2. Defining Variables
4.2.1. Core Variables

This chapter designs the questionnaire according to the privacy fatigue concept pro-
posed by Choi, dividing privacy fatigue into the two measurement indicators of cynicism
and emotional exhaustion [9]. From the definition of privacy paradox, the variables in-
volved are privacy concern and intention for privacy protection behavior. The former
refers to user worries on the possible consequences or losses when disclosed personal
information is transmitted or appropriated [1], while the intention for privacy protection
behavior denotes the behavioral intention of the user to adopt secure protection measures
for privacy [38]. On the basis of studies by Xu [23], Chen [28], etc. and combining them with
the status quo of Chinese mobile social media, this chapter constructed the measurement
indicator system between privacy concern and intention of privacy protection behavior.
Specifics of items asked for the indicators can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Measurement indicator system of core variables.

Variables Items asked

Privacy fatigue

Cynicism

1. I am starting to hold a skeptical attitude towards the importance of the
privacy issue on social networks.

2. I believe measures I have adopted to protect privacy (such as masking
identity information, setting visible zone for friends’ circle) have no big effect
on preventing my privacy from being threatened.

3. If someone wants to invade my privacy on social media, relying on my own
to defend it is far from enough.

Emotional
exhaustion

1. I loathe taking privacy protection measures (such as signing privacy
agreements, setting visible zone for friends’ circle) in the social network
environment.

2. Privacy leaks occur frequently, so I would not take further measures.

3. Information on privacy in social media is too complicated, exceeding what I
can handle.

Privacy paradox

Privacy
concern

1. When WeChat asks for my personal information, I would think it over
carefully.

2. I worry that WeChat would sell my personal information to other
companies for other uses.

3. I worry that other people can discover my personal information on WeChat
(friends’ circle).

Intention for
privacy protection
behavior

1. When WeChat requires me to register, I supply false personal information.

2. I don’t provide my information (such as day of birth, photo, location, etc.)
which can identify me on WeChat, as much as possible.

3. When WeChat suggests saving my log-in and password for later use, I
would reject.

4.2.2. Control Variables

According to hypotheses in this paper, individual characteristics (gender, age, level
of education) and usage characteristics (number of friends on WeChat, usage duration)
engender heterogeneous effects on privacy fatigue’s explanatory contribution to the privacy
paradox. In order to avoid endogenous influences from these factors, the paper sets
interviewees’ gender, age and level of education as well as usage characteristics which
include length of time using WeChat every day and number of friends on WeChat as control
variables. Specific values given can be seen in Table 2.
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Table 2. Measurement indicator system for variables of individuals and usage characteristics.

Variables’ Dimensions Choices and Values

Individual characteristics

Gender
“Male” = 1
“Female” = 2

Age

“Under 20” = 1
“20–30” = 2
“30–40” = 3
“40–50” = 4
“Over 50” = 5

Level of education

“High school and under” = 1
“Undergraduate and tertiary”
= 2
“Master’s student” = 3
“Doctor’s student” = 4

Usage characteristics

No. of friends on WeChat

“Under 100” = 1
“100–300” = 2
“300–600” = 3
“600–1000” = 4
“Over 1000” = 5

Usage duration

“Under one hour per day” = 1
“1–3 h daily” = 2
“3–5 h daily” = 3
“5–8 h daily” = 4
“Over 8 h per day” = 5

4.3. Source of Data and Sample Selection

This research selects users of the Chinese social media platform with the biggest
number of daily active users, namely WeChat, as samples for data collection. WeChat
currently has 1.299 billion monthly active users, which makes it the mobile social media
platform with the highest monthly active users and the most widely used mobile social
media platform in China. As a matter of fact, WeChat has penetrated into people’s daily
life and has broad implications for the development of civil society [44,45]. Data collection
is conducted through the largest Chinese online questionnaire platform at present (https:
//www.wjx.cn, accessed on 19 September 2021). Items in the questionnaire consist of
two sections. Items about users’ demographic characteristics and social media usage
characteristics make up the first section, with those on variables related to privacy fatigue
the second. A total of 1734 valid samples are obtained for this study. Descriptive statistics
of the survey sample are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the sample.

Characteristic Variables Variables Choices Number Percentage (%)

Demographic characteristics

Gender
Male 439 25.3
Female 1295 74.7

Age

Under 20 214 12.3
20–30 406 23.4
30–40 802 46.3
40–50 265 15.3
Over 50 47 2.7

Level of education

High school and under 961 55.4
Undergraduate and
tertiary 631 36.4

Master’s student 99 5.7
Doctor’s student 43 2.5

https://www.wjx.cn
https://www.wjx.cn
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Table 3. Cont.

Characteristic Variables Variables Choices Number Percentage (%)

Mobile social media usage
characteristics

Intensity of WeChat
usage

Under one hour per
day 193 11.1

1–3 h daily 556 32.1
3–5 h daily 549 31.6
5–8 h daily 218 12.6
Over 8 h per day 218 12.6

Number of friends on
WeChat

Under 100 651 37.5
100–300 675 38.9
300–600 258 14.9
600–1000 81 4.7
Over 1000 69 4.0

5. Empirical Analysis
5.1. Estimation of Propensity Score

The key to propensity score matching (PSM) lies in finding individuals with the same
propensity score and matching them. This chapter employs the logit regression model,
the most widely used, to conduct dimensionality reduction on demographic variables
and usage characteristics variables. Results of the logit regression are shown in Table 4.
From Table 4, we can learn that location, gender, age, level of education and number of
friends on WeChat all can have significant influence on the possibility of privacy fatigue.
Although the intensity of WeChat usage is statistically not significant, prior studies have
indicated personal immersion tendency of social media users to be one of the important
factors causing social media fatigue [42]. Hence, there is reliability in this paper selecting
these six characteristic variables to estimate propensity scores.

Table 4. Results of the logit regression model.

Variable Coef. Std. Err. Z

pro 0.049 ** 0.023 2.13
sex −0.246 * 0.138 −1.78
age −0.271 *** 0.064 −4.24
edu 0.179 * 0.093 1.93
freq −0.014 0.056 −0.26

friends −0.172 ** 0.073 −2.35
_cons −1.038 ** 0.520 −1.99

Notes: *, ** and *** respectively denote significance on the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

5.2. Assessing the Matching Quality

Ideal matching results can simultaneously satisfy the common support assumption
and balancing assumption. The former requires distribution of propensity scores of in-
dividuals in the experience group and the control group to be as close as possible after
matching. The latter demands no significant difference in observable variables in both
groups after the matching. According to the nearest-neighbor matching within caliper
(caliper ε = 0.01, k = 5), Figure 2a,b, respectively, represent the kernel density function
figures of “privacy fatigue (experience group)” and “non-privacy fatigue (control group)”
before and after matching. From Figure 2, it can be seen that there are clear differences
in the probability distribution of propensity scores in both the experience and the control
groups before matching, and, indeed, the zone of overlap is quite small. After matching, the
distributions of propensity scores of samples in both groups are very close, better satisfying
the common support conditions. Learning from the method in Rubbin (2001) [46] the
balance test is conducted. The results are shown in Table 5. The standardized bias (%bias)
of most variables is in reasonable ranges after matching. Furthermore, t test results of all
variables do not reject the original hypothesis of no systematic differences between the
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experience group and control group. Figure 3 intuitively shows the common value range
of propensity scores. The observed values of the control group are all within the common
value range, while only four observations of the experience group do not fall in the range.
Therefore, just a small number of samples will be lost during propensity score matching.
Summing up the points above, matching significantly lowered differences in observations
between the two groups, which can be seen as this paper having appropriately selected
observable variables and that the matching method is suitable.
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5.3. Analysis of Empirical Results

Conducting regression analysis from Equation (4), the influence relationship from
privacy fatigue on the privacy paradox is investigated. The results are shown in Table 6.
Regression results in list (1) indicate that every unit increase in individual privacy concern
would raise 0.066 units of intention for privacy protection behavior. In contrast, when the
individual is under a state of privacy fatigue (cynicism), the relationship between privacy
concern and intention for privacy protection behavior is altered. Every unit increase in
privacy concern instead lowers the intention for privacy protection behavior by 0.110 units.
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As a whole, for individuals under privacy fatigue, each unit increase in privacy concern
lessens the intention for privacy protection behavior by 0.044 units. Our hypothesis 1 is
valid, namely, cynicism would dissolve the positive influence relationship between privacy
concern and intention for privacy protection behavior. Lists (2) and (3) reflect that, after
changing the proxy variables of privacy concern, the above conclusion still holds.

Table 5. Results of the balance test.

Variable Sample
Mean

%Bias %Reduct Bias t
Experience Group Control Group

pro Unmatched 17.438 17.083 11.9
98.7

1.89 *
Matched 17.380 17.375 0.2 0.02

sex Unmatched 1.694 1.760 −14.9
50.9

−2.51 **
Matched 1.696 1.728 −7.3 −0.92

age Unmatched 2.515 2.777 −26.5
97.4

−4.53 ***
Matched 2.521 2.514 0.7 0.08

edu
Unmatched 1.566 1.549 2.1 −368.4

0.37
Matched 1.539 1.464 10 1.32

freq Unmatched 2.753 2.853 −8.4
27.2

−1.41
Matched 2.753 2.680 6.1 0.76

friends
Unmatched 1.857 2.017 −15.3

31.5
−2.55 **

Matched 1.855 1.746 10.5 1.39

Notes: *, ** and *** respectively denote significance on the 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

Table 6. The results of regression.

Variable (1) (2) (3)

pc1 0.066 ***
(−0.021)

pc1 × D −0.110 ***
(−0.017)

pro −0.001 −0.001 −0.001
(−0.009) (−0.009) (−0.009)

sex −0.094 −0.097 −0.103
(−0.064) (−0.064) (−0.064)

age 0.015 0.012 0.014
(−0.028) (−0.028) (−0.027)

edu 0.057 0.037 0.049
(−0.041) (−0.041) (−0.041)

freq −0.041 * −0.040 * −0.041 *
(−0.024) (−0.024) (−0.024)

friends −0.018 −0.020 −0.020
(−0.029) (−0.029) (−0.029)

pc2 0.099 ***
(−0.021)

pc2 × D −0.108 ***
(−0.018)

pc3 0.102 ***
(−0.023)

pc3 × D −0.117 ***
(−0.017)

Constant 2.364 *** 2.294 *** 2.273 ***
(−0.231) (−0.230) (−0.232)

Observations 905 905 905
R-squared 0.058 0.065 0.070

Notes: *, *** respectively denote significance on the 10%, 1% levels, and standard error is in parentheses.
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The empirical results of hypothesis 2 are shown in Table 7. The regression results in list
(1) indicate that every unit increase in individual privacy concern would raise the intention
for privacy protection behavior by 0.091 units. However, for individuals under a state
of privacy fatigue (emotional exhaustion), the relationship between privacy concern and
intention for privacy protection behavior also shifted. Each additional unit of privacy con-
cern lowers individual intention for privacy protection behavior by 0.079 units. Hypothesis
2 is valid, namely, emotional exhaustion would weaken the positive influence relationship
between privacy concern and intention for privacy protection behavior. However, unlike
cynicism, emotional exhaustion can only weaken the positive influence relationship be-
tween privacy concern and intention for privacy protection behavior, but is not able to
reverse the relationship between the two. Similarly, with proxy variables in lists (2) and (3)
changed, the above conclusion still holds.

Table 7. The results of regression.

Variable (1) (2) (3)

pc1 0.091 ***
(−0.019)

pc1 × D −0.079 ***
(−0.013)

pro −0.104 * −0.098 * −0.107 *
(−0.055) (−0.055) (−0.055)

sex 0.014 0.008 0.011
(−0.025) (−0.025) (−0.025)

age 0.012 −0.003 0.009
(−0.036) (−0.037) (−0.036)

edu −0.020 −0.023 −0.022
(−0.021) (−0.021) (−0.021)

freq −0.021 −0.023 −0.022
(−0.025) (−0.025) (−0.025)

friends 0.002 0.003 0.002
(−0.007) (−0.007) (−0.007)

pc2 0.113 ***
(−0.019)

pc2 × D −0.077 ***
(−0.014)

pc3 0.112 ***
(−0.021)

pc3 × D −0.074 ***
(−0.014)

Constant 2.327 *** 2.267 *** 2.263 ***
(−0.197) (−0.196) (−0.199)

Observations 1181 1181 1181
R-squared 0.042 0.048 0.043

Notes: *, *** respectively denote significance on the 10%, 1% levels, and standard error is in parentheses.

5.4. Robustness Test

In order to ensure robustness of the results, this paper tested, respectively, with nearest
neighbor matching with return (1:1), kernel matching, replacing core variables, as well as
changing matching methods on the basis of replacing core variables. The regressions indi-
cate that results from these four methods all support the above conclusions, demonstrating
robustness in the empirical results. Table 8 displays results of the robustness test.
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Table 8. The result of robustness test.

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

pc1 0.064 *** 0.058 *** 0.081 *** 0.067 ***
(−0.018) (−0.016) (−0.020) (−0.021)

pc1 × D −0.141 *** −0.128 *** −0.092 *** −0.081 ***
(−0.017) (−0.015) (−0.014) (−0.029)

pro −0.004 0.005 0.008 0.004
(−0.013) (−0.007) (−0.008) (−0.023)

sex −0.041 −0.092 * −0.122 ** −0.072
(−0.062) (−0.049) (−0.057) (−0.068)

age 0.010 0.017 −0.004 0.026
(−0.027) (−0.022) (−0.026) (−0.031)

edu 0.018 0.012 0.017 −0.057
(−0.045) (−0.033) (−0.038) (−0.061)

freq −0.026 −0.026 −0.017 −0.021
(−0.024) (−0.019) (−0.022) (−0.027)

friends 0.014 −0.002 −0.025 0.025
(−0.032) (−0.023) (−0.026) (−0.040)

Constant 2.377 *** 2.307 *** 2.335 *** 2.256 ***
(−0.272) (−0.175) (−0.202) (−0.447)

Observations 1249 1734 1123 1077
R-squared 0.060 0.047 0.050 0.022

Notes: *, ** and *** respectively denote significance on the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, and standard error is
in parentheses.

5.5. Heterogeneity Analysis

From results of Table 9, it can be seen that, for men, the explanatory strength of privacy
fatigue on the privacy paradox is even stronger. Compared to the situations of females,
the negative relationship between privacy concern and intention for privacy protection
behavior is more prominent for men under conditions of privacy fatigue. There is a
stronger positive relationship between privacy concern and intention for privacy protection
behavior for individuals under 30. However, the weakening of this positive relationship
from privacy fatigue is also bigger. Compared to individuals with higher levels of education,
the explanatory strength of privacy fatigue on the privacy paradox is greater for those of
lower education levels.

From the results in Table 10, it can be seen that, without considering privacy fatigue,
respondents who have used WeChat for a short period of time pay more attention to the pro-
tection of personal information, and, for them, the positive force between privacy concerns
and privacy protection behavior willingness is obviously stronger than the respondents
who have used WeChat for a long time, and privacy fatigue has no significant difference
in the degree of dissolving the positive relationship between privacy concern and privacy
protection behavior. Therefore, we would conclude that for the respondents who have
used WeChat for a long time, the explanation of the effect of privacy fatigue on the privacy
paradox is stronger, and for the respondents who have few WeChat friends, the explanation
of the effect of privacy fatigue on the privacy paradox is stronger compared to respondents
with more WeChat friends.
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Table 9. The heterogeneity analysis of individual characteristics.

Variable

Sex Age Level of Education

Male Female Under 30 Over 30 Lower Education
Levels

Higher Education
Levels

pc1 0.074 * 0.063 *** 0.085 ** 0.060 *** 0.081 *** 0.034
(−0.041) (−0.021) (−0.037) (−0.021) (−0.023) (−0.032)

pc1 × cy −0.181 *** −0.132 *** −0.179 *** −0.122 *** −0.204 *** −0.066 ***
(−0.041) (−0.019) (−0.030) (−0.021) (−0.023) (−0.025)

age −0.010 0.019 −0.050 −0.024 −0.049 −0.018
(−0.051) (−0.033) (−0.108) (−0.076) (−0.070) (−0.135)

edu 0.034 0.014 0.143 * −0.048 0.014 −0.003
(−0.110) (−0.049) (−0.075) (−0.059) (−0.033) (−0.051)

freq 0.026 −0.038 −0.085 * 0.002 −0.037 −0.014
(−0.061) (−0.025) (−0.044) (−0.028) (−0.029) (−0.041)

friends 0.035 0.007 −0.019 0.025 0.046 −0.016
(−0.086) (−0.035) (−0.066) (−0.036) (−0.043) (−0.048)

pro 0.014 −0.010 0.009 −0.027 −0.009 0.000
(−0.026) (−0.015) (−0.016) (−0.024) (−0.030) (−0.015)

Constant 1.891 *** 2.427 *** 2.160 *** 2.785 *** 2.455 *** 2.393 ***
(−0.544) (−0.314) (−0.365) (−0.467) (−0.563) (−0.414)

Observations 284 965 370 879 797 452
R-squared 0.075 0.059 0.112 0.045 0.103 0.018

Notes: *, ** and *** respectively denote significance on the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, and standard error is
in parentheses.

Table 10. The heterogeneity analysis of usage characteristics.

Variable
Intensity of WeChat Usage Number of Friends on WeChat

Under 3 h Daily Over 3 h Daily Under 100 Over 100

pc1 0.105 *** 0.041 0.066 ** 0.061 **
(−0.027) (−0.026) (−0.028) (−0.025)

pc1 × cy −0.155 *** −0.126 *** −0.158 *** −0.125 ***
(−0.024) (−0.024) (−0.026) (−0.023)

age 0.004 −0.137 −0.028 −0.057
(−0.080) (−0.095) (−0.084) (−0.092)

edu −0.049 0.094 ** 0.021 −0.005
(−0.034) (−0.045) (−0.036) (−0.045)

freq −0.037 0.045 −0.027 0.004
(−0.075) (−0.057) (−0.102) (−0.050)

friends 0.034 −0.019 −0.043 −0.024
(−0.060) (−0.038) (−0.036) (−0.030)

pro 0.020 −0.010 0.041 −0.005
(−0.029) (−0.015) (−0.049) (−0.014)

Constant 1.845 *** 2.459 *** 1.598 * 2.529 ***
(−0.558) (−0.338) (−0.895) (−0.327)

Observations 581 668 555 694
R-squared 0.089 0.052 0.077 0.049

Notes: *, ** and *** respectively denote significance on the 10%, 5% and 1% levels, and standard error is
in parentheses.

6. Conclusion and Insights
6.1. Main Findings

The study has yielded various interesting findings. First and foremost, before the
effects of privacy fatigue arose, it is valid to claim that a positive influence is engendered by
privacy concerns as to the intention for privacy protection behavior. This is consistent with
prior studies in academia [27,37]. Privacy concerns are the core factor highlighting user
adoption of privacy protection behaviors on social media. At the same time, they further
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illustrated the presence of the emerging prerequisite for privacy paradox under the social
media context.

Second, for this set of relationship between privacy concerns and intention for privacy
protection behavior, owing to the emergence of privacy fatigue, wholesale changes have
erupted. Among these, cynicism turns the positive influence between privacy concern
and intention for privacy protection behavior into negative influence, while emotional
exhaustion would attenuate the positive influence relationship between the two. This
discovery echoed the conclusion proffered by academics that the influence from privacy
fatigue exceeded privacy concerns [9]. It further confirmed that privacy fatigue could
become an explanation for privacy paradox.

Third, personal traits and usage characteristics lead to dissimilar heterogeneous contri-
butions in privacy fatigue’s explanation on privacy paradox. For users who are male, lower
levels of education and younger age are personal traits with greater explanatory strength
of individuals’ privacy fatigue concerning the privacy paradox. Regarding usage charac-
teristics, the explanatory power is stronger for interviewees with a longer WeChat using
duration and having fewer WeChat friends. Commencing from personality characteristics,
previous studies have confirmed them as possessing significant influence on engendering
privacy fatigue [25]. This study further added that heterogeneous factors would also play
important roles in the influence relationships between privacy fatigue and privacy paradox.

6.2. Theoretical Significance

This study possesses a certain theoretical significance in the following aspects. First,
as user privacy data incidents under the mobile social media context frequently erupted
and the difficulty for users in adopting protective measures increased, privacy fatigue char-
acterized by negative emotions such as cynicism and emotional exhaustion has gradually
become the new feature of user privacy behavior in the digital age. This may furnish new
routes of thought for explaining user privacy behaviors on the new stage of the digital
scene. Unfortunately, existing studies largely congregate around opinion orientation and
behavior orientation, rarely investigating the explanatory effect on the appearance of pri-
vacy paradox from users’ emotional cognition, namely, privacy fatigue. To fill in this blank
in the research, this paper empirically investigated the influence relationship from privacy
fatigue in the emergence of the privacy paradox.

Next, prior studies did not significantly consider the issue of selection bias. Individual
characteristic variables and usage characteristic variables produce heterogeneous influences
on the explanatory role of privacy fatigue. Therefore, by employing the PSM research
method and through constructing a counterfactual framework, this paper enabled non-
random data to approach randomness, effectively solving endogenous issues brought on
by individual characteristic variables, simultaneously further interpreting the influence
from a heterogeneity perspective.

Finally, we introduced the theory model, ELM, to construct an explanatory model
on the user privacy paradox from central and peripheral routes under a mobile social
media context. By applying ELM in the privacy context of mobile social media, we also
verified its applicability and persuasiveness. In previous studies, ELM has been applied
to online marketing [47], user adoption behaviors [48], as well as other contexts including
adoption of online patient follow-up service [49] and the privacy paradox in mHealth
applications [34]. However, our research has expanded ELM’s reach to the explanation of
privacy paradox in the mobile social media context.

6.3. Practical Implications

The present study might also provide some references and guidance for management
practices. Progress in digital technology has enabled social media providers to better utilize
user data to initiate value adding services. However, if privacy fatigue lingers for a long
time, the commercial value of personal data would drop, because privacy fatigue could
turn what used to be important into something insignificant [9]. Through reducing the
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non-transparency in user privacy protection policies while strengthening technological
gatekeeping in user privacy security, service providers can thus reduce the level of privacy
fatigue in users.

Next, personal characteristic variables and use ledgers have heterogeneous effects on
the influence process from privacy fatigue to privacy paradox. Service providers should be
aware of studying and providing differentiated schemes to different users in accordance
with the daily usage situation of apps and consider providing broader authorizations in
setting service functionalities.

Finally, providers of mobile social media services should be more attentive to users’
emotional and cognitive reactions. They need to avoid igniting prevention foci by estab-
lishing more secure and reliable personal information protection mechanisms, such as
regulating privacy information collection and usage authorization, enhancing anonymity
and forbidding collecting and utilizing user information excessively, so as to reduce the
anxiety linked to intrusion of privacy.

6.4. Limitations and Further Studies

Limitations of the current study should be noted. First, in the sampling, we have only
selected WeChat users. Although WeChat is the social media software with the highest daily
activity load in China, as modes of social media software are also continually developing,
some open social software, mainly in real time video broadcast, have clear distinctions
with private sphere social media represented by WeChat. In this research attempt, we
have not conducted distinguishing studies on users’ privacy security behaviors under
various platforms. Hence, dissimilarities between new modes of mobile social media
users and those of traditional mobile social media under the privacy fatigue phenomenon
can formulate the coming research directions. Next, to ensure a broad survey zone and
quantifiable data, this study made use of a questionnaire. However, owing to possible
differences between filling in the questionnaire and emotional reactions in actual situations,
checks can be made in future research on this study through in-depth interviews, repeated
surveys, etc. In addition, the study sample and linguistic context of this research are largely
from China. The survey results could thus be influenced by cultural characteristics to a
certain extent.

In future research, on the one hand, checks can be made on this topic through in-depth
interviews, repeated surveys, etc. On the other hand, distinguishing studies on user’s
privacy security behaviors under various platforms can be conducted, and cross-cultural
sample data can also be collected for research in the context of different cultures.
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